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III - COMBUSTION AND OPERATIOIKL PERIWMANCE OF

THREE FLAME HOLDERS WITH A CENTER PILOT BURNER

By Thomas B. Shillito, George G. Youuger
and James G, Henzel, Jr.

suMmRY

A direct-connect altitude-test-chamber irrvdstigationof the
combustion performance of a Z’8-inch-diameterram-jet engine with

a a can-type center pilot burner has been oonducted at the NACA Lewis
laboratory. Comlmstion-chaniberoonfigumtions employing three dif-
ferent flame holders were investigated at a simulated flfght Z&ch

d number of 2.0 and altitudes of 45,000, 50,000, ati 55,000 feet.

The best of the three configurations investigated had a peak
combustion effioiency of about 0.90 and an operathg fuel-air ratio
range varying from 0.019 to 0.099 at an altitude of 45,000 fe t and

tfrom 0.021 to 0.053 at an altitude of S0,000 feet. A comparis n of
the best configuration employing a pilot burner with configurations
without a pilot burner, which were previously investigated, showed
that the pilot-burner configuration was superior beoause of its ~
lower lean limits of combustion. The differences in steady-burning
performance were small over the comparable range of fuel-air ratios
for configurationswith and without .yilotbmrs.. .

“TM?RODUGTION

An investigation of the altitude performance of a 28-inch-
diameter ram-jet engine,has been conducted lna 10-foot-diameter
altitude chamiberat the NACA.Lewis laboratory. This engine is
being developed hy the Mquardt Aircraft Ccmqxany”Y6rtie ha:
Grumman Aircraft En@neering Corporation test vehicle as pt of

● a Navy guided-missile project. The missile is to be launched”by
a rocket booster and is to climb under its own power to a cruising
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altitude of 50,000 feet.
to maintain a Mch number
Conditions●

4maw!nmrAL NACA RM E50J20 *

The vehicle control systems are designed *
of 2.o during the climb and cruise

K
8

Results.of altttude-teet-chamberinvestigationsof this engine N

for oonibustion-chemiberconfQurations employing 10 different gutter-
t~e flame holders with the same fuel-injection syste?nare reported
in references 1 and 2. The range of flame-holder geometry aovered
was sufficient to indicate an optimum design of s~le gutter-type
flame holder to be used for the combustion charber then being lrrves-
tigated. Because the Investigationsof references 1 afi 2 ifiicated
that a center pilot burner in conjunctionwi$h the general type of
flame holder being used might lead to performanoe tiprovements in
the lean range of fuel-air ratios, the Investigationreported herein
was co~ucted.

The performance inveatfgation included operation over the
stable-burningrange of fuel-air ratios for a simulated Mach number
of 2.0 at altitudes of 45,000, 50,000, and 55,000 feet. Two
annular-gutter flame holders similar to those of reference 2 and
one radial-gutter flsme holder were used. Rich and lean limits of
combustion, combustion efficiencies,and other cotiustion-chaiber
variables are presented. A coinparisonof the combustion performance
of configurationswith and without a pilot burner is also presented.

●

“

Alwwwus

Description of Engine

A schematic diagram of the test engine is shown in figure 1.
The inner body contours, including the diffuser cone, and the
inside contours of the outer shell aft of station 31 correspond to
those of the ’flightengine. The bellmouth convergent-divergent
inlet nozzle surrounding the cone accelerated the inlet ah from
stagnation conditions in the test clixniberto a Mach number of about
1.6 at station 31. Station 31 corresponds to the lip location of
the flight engine and 1.6 is the expected lip Mach number of the
flight engine at a flight Mach number of 2.0. Four inner-body
su~ort longerons spaoed 90° apart and extending from station 35
to the aft end of the inner body formed four separate flew channels
for the air entering the ccmibustionchamber. The fhae holders
d the oenter pilot burner were mounted at the aft end of the
inner bcdy. The combustion ohamber, most of which was water-
jacketed, had an inside dfameter of 28 inches and an effective

.
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● length of approx=tely 57 inches. The throat area of the convergent-
divergent exhaust nozzle following the combustion chamber was 55 per-
cent of the combustion-chamberarea.

Ihstal.lationinaptitude Chamber

A schematic diagram of’the engine mounted in the altitude test
chamber is shown in figure 2. A forward baffle attached to the
engine by means of a flexible seal isolated the inlet air supply
&cm the low-pressure compartment provided for the engine exhaust.
A rear baffle surrounding the engine near the exhaust nozzle pre-
vented reticulation of the hot exhust gases around the engine.
Other details of the installation are given in reference 1.

Pilot Burner

The inner bcdy of the engine used fcr the investigations of
references 1 and 2 tapered to a point at the aft eti, where the

. flame holder was mounted. The inner body was approximately the
same length for the pilot-burner configurations as for the con-
figurations of references 1 and 2, but terminated bluntly instead
of tapering to a point. A can-type burner was mounted on the
blunt end of the,inner body at station 238 in the engine.

An explcded”view of the pilot burner ati the ?Mme holder is
shown in figure 3. The pilot burner consisted of a swirl plate,
6 inches in diameter, mounted over l/2-inch spacers on the blunt
end of the inner body and a skirt 4.4 inches long mounted on the
swirl plate ad flaring to a diameter of 7.8 inches at the down-
stream end. The swirl plate incorporated radial louvers punched
and bent 30° from the surface to form flap-type openings for admis-
sion of a swirling primary air supply. The flow of primary air into
the pilot burner was from the l/2-inch space provided between the
inner body and the swirl @ate. Holes 5/8 inch in diameter punched
in the skirt admitted the main air supply for the pilot burner.

.

.

Fuel for the pilot burner was admitted through a commercial
conical spray nozzle in the center of the swirl plate. The yilot-
burner fuel nozzle,’sprayingaft, was rated at 28 gallons per hour
at a pressure differential of 100 pounds per square inch. A spark
plug located below the fuel nozzle was used for ignition in the
test engine. .
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The three flame
60° included-angleT
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Flame Holders

holders used were constructed of interconnected ~
cross section gutters with the apex of the V!s

pointed in the upstream direction. On each flame holder, four emll
radial gutters fitted into notohes in the pilot-burner skirt to con-
nect the main flame-holding system of gutters to the pilot burner.
The flame holders were mounted on the outer shell at station 24o.
The following summary gives the essential features of the flame
holders investigate:

Configuration 1 had a flame holder, sham in
four 1.38-inch wide,,staggered, annular gutters.
were interconnectedby radial @ates (parallel to
gutter segments attaohed to the downstream s’ide.

figure 4, with
These gutters
air stream) with
The projected

blo@ed area was 54.o peroent of the ccmibustion-chauiberarea.

Configuration 2 had a flame holder, shown in figure 5; with two
2.00-inoh wide, staggered, annular gutters interconnectedby radial-
gutter struts. The projected blocked area was 45.o percent of the
combustion-chamiberarea.

Configuration 3 had a flame holder, shown in figure 6, with
12 radial gutters 1.15 inohes in width at inner radius flaring to
2.00 inches in width at outer radius. The radial gutters were
Interconnectednear each end by l.00-inch wide annular-gutter
struts. The pro~ected blocked area was 41.0 percentof the
cxmibustion-chamberarea.

Anadditi.onal blooked area of 7.7 percent resulted from the
presenoe of the pilot burner (based on the 7.8-in. diameter of the
near aft erilof the skirt). .

,

—
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Flare oases (similar to ones contemplated for use in starting
ths flight engine) were mounted in three locations on each flame
holder (figs. 4, 5, afi 6). On each of the flame holders, one of
these flare oases had holes punched in the wall for admission of “
ah and was equipped with a fuel nozzle and spark plug, whioh pro-
vided an &lterna&
ignition failed to

igniter for the engine when the-yi~ot-burner
operate.

,

l?uel-InjeationSystem

Fuel was in~eoted at station 208 through eight circular-arc
manifold segments ezranged in patis in each of the four quadrants

8

(formed by the hner-boQ support longerons) to form two concentric

. . s
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. manifolds. The concentric-cficlearrangement, in contrast to the
staggered arrangement for references 1 and 2, tiasin accordance ‘
with the fMght-engins configuration anticipated at the time the
runs reported.were made. Each pair of manifold segments was sup-

Z
E ‘ ported by a hollow streamlined strut that passed through the

outer shell. Each of these struts also served as the fuel-supply
channel for the manifold segments ad was divided into two flow
passages to permit Nividual control of flow to either the inner
or outer mmifold segment. Each of the two manifold rings was
supplied by a can-type flow divider, to which the fuel pressure
was regulated by a throttle valve. A pressure lalancing line
between the flow dividers provided for eq-1 fuel pressure tb all
eight manifo~d segments when desired.

.

Each manffold was equipped with spring-loaded fuel-i.nsection
nozzles, s~lar in design to those descritmd,in reference 1, which
were directed upstream. Twenty-four fuel nozzles were installed in
the outer manifold (six in each quadrant) and were inclined at an
angle of 1° toward the engine.center line. Sfiteen fuel nozzles
were installed in the tnner manifold (four in”each quadrant) and
were inclined at an angle of 3° toward the engine center line. The
outer ring of nozzles was at a radius of 12.4 inches ani the inner
ring of nozzles was at a radius of 9.o inches. The radii of the
outer shell and inner body in the plane of the fuel-nozzle dis-
cha+ge were 14.0 and 7.3 inches, respectively.

Instrumentation

Fuel flow was measured with a calibrated adjustable orifice
meter. Air flow was determined from a calibration of the choked
bellmouth inlet nozzle of the engine. This calibration, estab-
lished during the investigationsreported in references 1 and 2,
was used instead of direct measurements of air flow obtained from
a sharp-edge orifice in the inlet-air supply line in order to
reduce data scatter brought about by air-flow-measurement pressure
fluctuattom .

The Iocations of temperature, static-pressure, and total-
pressure measurements within the engine are shown in figure 1.
Engine-inlet total temperature and pressure were measured by
thermocouple ad pressure rakes at the lelJmouth entrance. Total-
and static-pressure surveys,across the annulex diffuser were made
approx~tely 13 inches upstream of the flame holder in two of

. the four quadrants. Static pressures were measured, for reference
purposes, along the wall of the inner body and along the wall of

.
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the water-jacketed combustion chamber. Water-cocled rakes were
used to measure total pressure at the combustion-chamberoutlet.
Static pressure in the exhaust-nozzlethroat was msasured by wall
static taps and by water-cooled trailhg static tubes (having a
length-diameterratio of 27) mounted on the water-cooled total-
pressure rakes in the combustion-chamberoutlet.

PROCEOURE

The Investigationreport@ herein was for a simulated free-
stream hch number of 2.0 at altitudes of 45,000, 50,000, and
55,OOO feet. The fuel-air ratio range covered was from lean bluw-
out to rich blow-out or, if rich blow-out dfd not occur, to some
fuel-air ratio above 0.07.

The inlet air was preheated to 250° F to simulate the ram
temperature at a flight Mach number of 2.0 in the altitude range
investigatedby mixing the products of combustion from an air
heater with the inlet-air supply. An air-heater fuel-air ratio
of about 0.002 was required to maintafn an inlet-air temperature
of 250° F. With the heater in operation, the pilot burner or
flare-case igniter was ignited at a bellmouth-inkt total pressure
of about 40 inches of mermry absolute and an engine-outlet static
pressure of about 25 inches of mercury absolute. These conditions
resulted in a burner-inlet velocity of about 200 feet per second
for the starts. After the main fuel flow was started and burning
in the combustion chamber was established, the exhaust pressure
was reduced to a value below that required to choke the exhaust
nozzle; the exhaust nozzle remined choked fcm all rum.

.

.

.

.-

Ih order to simulate a given altitude for the steady-burning
runs, the stagnation pressure at the bellmouth inlet was set to a
value correspondingto that behiti the oblique shock off the dif-

—

fuser cone of the fllght engine. The air flow for the test engine,
as determined by the bellmouth-inlet pressure setting, corresponded
to that for supercritical operation of the flight engine; there were
no provisions on the test engine for subcritical am-flow spillover
sbmlation. With the Wet pressure and temperature set, the fuel-
air ratio was varied in small increments and data were taken at
stabilized burning conditions.

The runs were made with a constant pilot-burner fuel pressure,
which was estibllshed by investigating its effect on lean limit of
combustion for configuration 1 at simulated altitudes of 45,000 and
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. 55,000 fee’c. The leanest limits of combustion occurred at a pilot-
burner fuel pressure of 150 pounds per sqmre inch for both alti-
tudes. This pressure was used for all burning runs for the three
clmfigurations investigated. A check at a simulated altitude of
.55,000feet and a fuel-air ratio of 0.035 showed that changing the
pilot fuel pressure trc?n50 to 150 pounds per square inch did not
affect the combustion efficiency.

The contribution of the pilot burner to the total fuel flow
supplied to the combustion chamber varied from 2 percent at the
highest rates of total fuel flow investigated to 11 percent at the
lowest rates.

In order to conform with the objectives of the preliminary phases
of the missile development program for this engine, the fuel used in
this investigation,as well as that of references 1 and 2, was
commercial-gradenormal heptane. Two methods of fuel injection were
used and are defined as follows:

1. Uniform injection: I@ection at equal fusl pressures
through all nozzles in both inner and outer manifolds.

2. AnxniLari~ection: Xnjection through nozzles in inner
manifold Cm.

Annular in~ection was used to extend the operating range to leaner
fuel-air ratios than were generally possible with uniform injection.

Blow-out was detected by the change in sound level, observa-
tion of blew-out through a periscope viewing the discharge of the
engine, and automatic fuel-flow cut-off through the action of a
photoelectric flame-sensing element attached to the combustion cham-
ber. The fuel flow an5 the beltiuth-inl.et total pressure observed
at the time of blow-out were used to determine the fuel-air ratio
defining the limits of combustion.

The symbols and the station locations used throughout the
report are defined in the appendix: Combustion efficiencies were
calculated by the methods outlined in reference 2.

RESULTS AND D123CUSSION

configuration 1

The combustion-chamberperformance variables at simulated
altitudes of 45,000, 50,000, and 55,000 feet for configuration 1
a&e presented in figure 7. As illustrated in references 1 and 2, the
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gae-flm factor p5A5/v5 is approximately proportional to the

sqmre root of the cmibtistfoh-chamber-outlettemperature. The
data in figure 7(a) show that fcm annular injeotion the combustion-
chamber-outlettemperature irmreased as the fuel-air ratfo inoreased
tiom 0.02 to 0.04 and that for uniform injection a similar %rer@
occurred with increasing fuel+air ratio up to a value of approxi-
mately 0.06, above whioh there was a slight deorease. For both
amular and uniform injection, the combustion-cbsmber-outlettem-
perature at a given fuel-air ratio decreased with increasing
altitude.

Cabustion efficiencies computed from the data in figure 7(a)
are presented in figure 7(b) as funotions of fuel-air ratio and sim-
ulated altitude. At a constant simulated altitude, the pressure and
the velocity at which oombustlon oocurred.varied with fuel-air ratio
aocozxiingto the requirements for continuity of mass flow through
the choked exhaust nozzle. The variations in combustion efficiency
shown in figure 7(b) were therefore functions of the combined effects
of three variables: fuel-alr ratio, pressure, and velocity. The
simultaneousvariations of these three variables are represented by
plots of combustion-ohamber-outlettotal pressure ati combustion-
ohamber-inletMach”number as functions of fuel-air ratio; these
plots are shown in figures 7(0) ati 7(d), respectively.

.

.

—

The combustion efficiencywas almost constant at a value of 0.9
between fuel-air ratios of 0.06 and 0.09 for simulated altitudes of
45,000 and 50,000 feet. At constant simulated altitude, combustion
efficiencies obtained with uniform injection deoreased very rapidly
as the fuel-air ratio was reduoed “belowapproxbately 0.050. These
red.uotionsin oo?ibustionefficiency with decreasing fpel-alr ratio
were acccqanied by yronounoed decreases in combustion-chamber-
outlet pressure and Increases In combustion-ohamber-inletMach
number.

Within the comparable range of fuel-air ratios for which data
were obtained, annular injeotion resulted in higher combustion effi-
ciencies than were obtained with uniform injection. At a fuel-air
ratio of 0.04, the conibustioneffioienoy for annular injeotion was
0.14 higher than for uniform injection at 45,000 feet and 0.08
higher at 55,000 feet, Although no data were obtained for fuel-
air ratios greater than 0.041 for annular in~ection, the trends of
the curves’in figures 7(a), 7(b), and 7(0) indioate that a superi-
ority in combustion effiaienoy for annular injection would be main-
tained up to’s fuel-ati,ratio of about 0.047.

.---- . _ ,--- -= .
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. Steady-lmrning points were obtained over a range of combustion-
chamber-outletpressures fh?om670 to 2000 pounds per square foot, as
shuwn in figure 7(0), where the limits of oomlnzetionare also pre-

r)
v sented. The lean l~t of ccmubustionfor annular injection
2N increased froma fuel-air ratio of 0.019 to 0.021 as the simulated

altitude increased from 45,000 to 55,000 feet and for uniform injeo-
tion increased from 0.031 to 0.033 for the same inorease inapti-
tude. The rich limit of combustion decreased frcm a fuel-alr ratio
of 0.099 (not shown on fig. 7(c)} at a simulated altitude of
45,OOO feet to 0.053 at 55,000 feet, resulting ina rapidly narruwing
operating range as the altittie increased. Shilarity of slopes of
the ourves defining the rich limit of combustion and steady burning
in a region of fuel-air ratio ccmmon to both indicates that at an
altitude of 55,m feet the resulting pressure levels in the com-
bustion chamber were almost the minimum values at which stable com-
bustion could be maintained at all fuel-alr ratios.

The method used to determine ocmbustion-cmer-inlet Mach
number from total- and static-yressuremeas&ments ahead of the
flame holder is explained in referenoe 1. Values of Mach number
obtained in the two quadrants did not agree.at similar ooniitions
of operation and the data presented in figure 7(d) were selected
&cm the quadrant that gave values most consistent with theoretical
values determined from the fuel-air ratio and combustion efficiency.

The ratio of ccmibustion-chamber-outletto -inlet total pressure
(flg. 7(e]) was almost a constant value of 0.925 between fuel-air
ratios of 0.04 and 0.07 ati decreased to a value of about 0.88 at
a fuel-air ratio of 0.02. Stiulated altitude or pressure level in
the combustion chamber had a slight effect on the pressure ratio.
The combustion-chamberpressure losses are of interest only at
fuel-air ratios for crftioal or suboritioal operation of the ram-
jet engine. When the ram-jet engine is operating supercritioally,
the ~ss flow into the imlet is fixed by the free-stream bkch num-
ber and alt’i.ttie.Thus the mmbustion-chamber-outlet Pre=sure, and
therefore the oombined pressure losses in the combustion-chamber
and the diffuser, are flmd by the combustion temperature aml the
fuel fluw.

.

The ratio of the combustion-chamber-outlettotal pressure to
exit-nozzle-throat static pressure shown in figure 7(f) was a func-
tion of the t~ of injection and, for uniform injection, increased
with increasing fuel-air ratio. F??omoomiderations of Isentropic
flow between stations 4 ad 5, ideal one-dimensional ohoked flow at
station 5, and the physioal properties of the gas, the pressure
ratio would be expected to deorease &am 1.87 in the low range of
fuel-air ratios to 1.81 in the high range. Because combustion
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effioiency is based on a combustion temperature obtained from mass
flow and pressure measurements (referenoe 2), these unusual vari-
ations in exhaust-nozzle~essure ratio obtained in the investiga-
tion indioate a possible depxrture from ideal one-dimensional flow
and, consequently,slight errors in obtained values of combustion
efficiency.

Burning for this oonfigumtiop was generally smooth, and blow-
out ooourred suddenly ati without warning. Near the lean ltiit of
combustion. visible flame was confined to the center of the burner
for both a&ular and

The performance

uniform fuel in$eotion.

Configuration 2

variables for configuration2 are presented
in figure-8. The peak tmmhustion effioiencfes obtained with uni-
form injeotion (fig. 8(b)) were slwtly l~er, am the decrease
in mxibustion efficiency with deoreasi~ fuel-air ratio was not
as pronounced as for configuration 1. Combustion efficiencies
obtained wfth annular in$ectionwere about equal to those for oon-
f@ration 1 at si.mil= altitudes.

m lean limit of combustionwith a~~ar itiectfon (fige 8(0))
varied from a fuel-air ratio of 0.025 at a simulated altitude of
45,000 feet to 0.029 at 55,000 feet. me rioh l~t of c~b~tion
with uniform injeotion, obtained only at a simulated altitude of
55,oOO feet, was at a fuel-air ratio of 0.069. Operation at sim-
ulated altitudes of 45,oOO ad 50,00C)”feetwas oltained at fuel-
air ratios greater than 0.070

Insofar as praotiml operation is ooncerned, both configura-
tions 1 and 2 have similar maximum useable fuel-air ratios of
0.065 or 0.070at and helm altitudesof 50~000 feet~ OPeratfon
at higher fuel-air ratios approaching the rioh Mmit of combustion
for either configurationwould yield no significant thrust increases
for the fnoreases in fuel consumption. On the basis of lean l~its
of combustion, however, COtiigWatiOn 2 is inferior to,
configuration 1.

Over the entire fuel-air ratio z%mge for oonf@uration 2 the
combustion-chmiberpressure ratio (f@. 8(e)) was apProx*~N
equal to that obtained for configuration 1. Burning characteris-
tics for thts configurationwere also similar to those for
configuration 1.

.

.

—

*
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. Configuration 3

11

The conhustion-chamberperformancee variables fm configura- ,
tion 3 are shown in figure 9. Below fuel-air ratios of 0.055, the
combustion effictencies obtained with uniform injeation (flg. 9(b))

n were higher than those for configurations 1 afi 2. Above fuel-air
IS ratios of 0.055, the conibustionefficiencies were about equal to

those obtained for configurations 1 ad 2.

The use of annular injection resulted in essentially no
improvement in the lean limit of combustion. Blow-outs with annu-
lar injection were emountered. at fuel-air ratios of 0.032, 0.036,
afi 0.039 for a simulated altitude of 45,OOO feet ami, as can be
seen in figure 9(c), these limits almost bracketed the annular
injection steady-burning points. This-1ack of improvement in the
lean Umit of combustion indicates that local enrichment alone is
insufficient for realization of combustion-limit improvement; the
zones of fuel-air-ratio enrichment must coincide to the fullest
extent possible with the areas of blockage provided by the flame
holder. Because the flame holder for confi@ration 3 was predom-
inantlya radial-gutter type, the use of local enrichment in quad-
rants (as in reference 1) might have resulted in improvement in the
lean Lbnit of combustion.

The combustion-chamberpressure ratio (fig. 9(e)) was &cm
2 to 3 percent higher than for configurations 1 and 2. Burning
characteristics, other than slightly rough and erratic operation
at lean fuel-air ratios, were similar to those for configurations 1
and 2.

Configuration 3 was the poorest of the three configurations
investigated,primarily because of failure of annular indection to
extend the lean limit of combustion.

Comparison of Configurations with and
without Pilot Burner

The configurations of references 1 and 2 had a subsonic dif-
fuser afterbcdy that tapered to a point at the aft end and incor-
porated two longitudinally staggered circular fuel manifolds. These
features contrast with the blunt-efi afterbody and concentric-
circle fuel manifold arrangement of the pilot-burner configurations.
The differences in perfonuance of configurationswith and without

* pilot burners must therefore be attributed to the combined effects
of all the differences in physical configuration and not only to

. #
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the aotion of the pilot burner. The blocked areas of the flame .

holders for configurationswith the pilot burner and the config-
urations of reference 2 are within a comparable range..

$

A comparison of the limits of oombuetion for pilot-burner con- s

figuration 1 of this report with two of the best configurations of
referenoe 2 is shown in ffgure 10, Flame holders 3 and 5 of refer-
enoe 2 were used in these configurations. Both flame holders had

-.

2.00-inch annular gutters, and the percentage blocked areas were
45.0 and 60.0, respectively. At a simulated altitude of
50,000 feet, the rioh-limit fuel-air ratio with uniform injection
was essentlall.ythe same (about 0.077) for all three configurations.
The behavior of the rioh limits with altitude were different, how-
ever, with the pilot-burner rich Mmit being more sensitive to
changes in altitude. The lean-limit fuel-air ratios with annular
ln~ection i.ncreased,withaltitude at approximately the same rate
far all three configurations. The lean-limit fuel-air ratio was
about 0.02 for the pilot-burner configuration,oompared with approxi-
mately 0.03 for the two configurationswithout a yilot burner. This
lean-limit superiority of the pilot-burner configuration is particu-
larly significant beoause the two ooml?igurationsfrom reference 2
were among those with the leanest combustion I.fmits.

.

A comparison of combustion efficienciesand combustion-chamber
pressure ratios at a simulated ~ltitude of 45,000 feet far config-
urations with and without pilot burners is shown in figure 11. Over
the entire range of fuel-afi ratios covered, the differemes between
obtafnabls combustion efficiencies for the pilot-burner co&igura-
tion and the configurationswithout pilot burners was small. Above
a fuel-air ratio of 0.05, the combustion efftoiency for the pilot-
burner configurationwas consistently lower than for the flame
holder 5 configuration of reference 2.

The corribustion-cha?iber~essure ratios (fig. n(b)) were almost
equal (0.92) for both the pilot-burner configurationand flame.
holder 5 of reference 2. The pilot-burner configuration had a
ccmibustion-ohamberpressure ratio about 2 peroent lower than that
for the flame holder 3 configuration of reference 2.

A plot of the ratio of combustion-chamber-outletstagnation
pressure to altitude ambient pressure as a function of fuel fluw
is presented in figure 12 for the three configurationsat a sim-
ulated altitude of 45,000 feet. This over-all pressure ratio is
a relative measure of thrust and these curves permit a properly
evaluated comparison of oonfigurationebe,oaueethe cabined effects
of ccmibustionefficiency and combustion-chamberpressure ratio are

.
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included. On the curves for annular injection,
to indicate the lean limits of combustion. The
critical points shown on the curves for uniform
estimated on the basis of’a normal shock at the

1.3

points are shown
subsonic-diffuser
in~ection were
cone-surface Mach

nmber of the flight engine, a total-pressure ratio of 0.93 In the
subsonic diffuser, and the combustion-chemberpressure ratios shown
in figure n(b). The portion of the curves extending to pressure
aatios greater tha,nthe diffuser critical values in figure 12 are

meaningless because of the direct-connect features of the test
installation, but were retainsd pr-ily for curve identification.

The pilot-burner configuration ati the flame holder 5 corc?ig-
uration of reference 2 had the same over-all pressure ratios, and
hence thrmt, at the critical point but the fuel flow for the
pilot-burner configurationwas 7.5 percent greater. The pilot-
burner configuration had an over-all pressure ratio at the criti-
cal petit 2.5 percent lower than that for the flame holder 3
configuration.

The pilot-burner configurationwould permit operational a
mininnnaover-an pressure ratio of 3.3 compared with approximately
4.1 for the configurationswithout pilot burners. Thus, the pilot-
burner configuration had approximately the same performance over
the comparable operating range of fuel-air ratios but enabled oper-
ation at lower values of fuel flow and thrust before lean blow-out
was encountered. A greater combustion-chamber~erformance range
would therefore be available for adaption to the requirements of
the desired missle flight plan.

SlM?41RYOF RESULTS

A &rect-connect altitude-test-chamber
combustion perfcrmance of a 28-inch ram-jet
center pilot burner has been conducted at a
Mach nmber of 2.0 and altitudes of 45,000,

investigation of the
engine with a can-t~e
simulated free-stream
50,000, and 55,000 feet.

Configurations employing two different annular-gutter flame holders
and one radial-gutter flame holder were investigated. The folla~
results were obtained:

1. The configuration employlng a four-rzng annular-gutter flame
holder was the
marily because

best of the three configurations investigated, pri-
of better lean limlts of combustion.

●
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2. The configurationemploying the four-ring annular-gutter .

flame holder blocking 54.0 percent of the combmtfon-c~mber area
had an operating fuel-air-ratiorange varying from 0.019 to 0.099
at 45,000 feet and from 0.021to 0.053 at 55,000 feet. The rioh
limits of combustionwere obtained with wniform fuel inJection
(equal fuel pressures to bothof the concentric-ringmanifolds)
and the lean limits with annular inJection (injectionwith the $

inner manifold only).

3. A comparison of lean burning limits for the three configu-
rations investigated indicated tlmt improvement of the lean limits
of combustion by local fuel-air ratio enrichment can be accomplished
only through provfsion of flame-holder blockage to coincide with the
zones of fuel-air enrichment.

4. A constant combustion effioienoy of about 0.9 was obtained
with the four-ring annular-gutter flame holder between fuel-air
ratios of 0.06 and 0.09. Combustion efficiencies obtained with
uniform injection decreased rapidly as the fuel-air ratio was
reduced below 0.050; combustion efficiencieswith annular injection
were higher than for unfform in~ectionwithin the comparable range
of fuel-air ratios (0.04 and below).

5. Comparison of performance of the pilot-burner configuration
employing the four-ring annular-gutter flame holder with configura-
tions without a pilot burner showed that perfomanc e differences
within the comparable rang? of steady-burningfuel-air ratios were
small. The pilot-burner configurationwas best, however, beoause
its lean limit of combustionwas at a fuel-air ratio of approxi-
mate~ 0.02 compared with approximately 0.03 for the configurations
without the pilot burner.

Lm’js Flight Propulsion Labo~tory”,
Natlond Mvlsory Committee for Aeronautics,

Cleveland, Ohio.
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The following

A area, Sq ft

M Mach number

~’*--’’”—

APPENDIX - SYM6CKS

symbols are used throughout this report:

P +=t~ pressure, lb/sq ft absolute

P static pressure, lb/sq ft absolute

w weight flow, lb/see

11 combustion efficiency

Subscripts:

a altitude smbient

o Colxiitfonsat

2 conditions at

2, conditions at

4 conditions at

5 conditions at

test-engine inlet (station 0)

ccmibustion-chamber inlet (station 228)

station 2 a&jueted to conibustion-chamberarea

combustion-chamber outlet (station 292)

exhaust-nozzle thr~t (station 309)
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